
MEGA MAN X

**About Mega Man X**

Mega Man X brings the popular console game to smartphones or tablets. As in the original game,

players must control a blue robot boy through numerous levels and fight nasty enemies.

In Mega Man X you can experience the popular Nintendo console game on your smartphone or

tablet. You control a blue robot boy through numerous levels. In these levels, traps, nasty

opponents or abysses bar your way. In order that the hero jumps over abysses or shoots down

enemies, you simply have to press the buttons in the lower edge of the field. You can play the

game either in story mode or in ranking mode. In the ranking mode you can compete against

friends or other players from all over the world. If you need a change from the normal game mode,

there are also 80 challenges available that can be completed.

**Mega Man X - Features:** 

- Jump, Run, Shoot: As in the original console game, you have to control a hero through numerous

levels. In these levels, numerous enemies, such as robots, bar your way. In addition, you have to

watch out for many abysses or traps that are on your way. At the bottom of the screen you will find

various buttons with which you can make your hero jump, run or shoot. Shoot all enemies, jump

over obstacles, and avoid all traps - this is the only way you can complete the level.

- Story Mode: If you want to experience the classic gameplay in its entirety, Story Mode is just the

right thing for you. In this game mode you have to play one level after another. The level is

successfully completed once you reach the goal. In addition, there are many end bosses waiting

for you which have to be defeated. The mode can be played in three different difficulty levels.

Decide for yourself, if you need some help or if you want to put your skills to the test.

- Ranking mode: In the ranking mode you can, as the name already suggests, compare your

performance with the performance of other players. There are also three different disciplines

available in which you can compete against each other. In "Score Attack" wins the player who

scores the better score. In "Time Race" it's all about time and finishing the level as fast as

possible. The third discipline "Endless" is about surviving as long as possible.

Conclusion: The creators of Mega Man X have succeeded in implementing the console classic for

mobile devices. Especially the old graphics, which have been adapted to retina displays, makes

some gamer-hearts beat faster.


